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Analysts have foiled that concentration of portfolio weights affects portfo-
lio risk. This is a unique feature in small markets whore they tend to be
concentrated in few stocks and the Charm Sunk Exchange (GSE ) falls in
that category. As a result portfolios based on the Ghana All Share index
are highly concentrated.
The risk in a portfolio is mainly attributed to Covariance and weighting
structure. Enough cannot be done about the covariance structure but the
weighting structure can be controlled since it depends mainly on investment
choices. The weighting structure determines the degree of concentration of
a portfolio. The term concentration refers to the extent to which portfolio
weights skew away from equally weighted distribution of portfolio weights.
As at September 2009, the Ghana All Share index has about five (5) of the
total of thirty-five (3.5) in the index accounting for about 82.25% of the index
weight. Concentration can be measured using the Herfindahl-Hirsclanan in-
dex (HHI) or Richard Roll measure (RRC).
Diversification is (nmfirned with generation of returns from different sources.
The iraditional method of measuring diversification has fallen short of \vital,
is usually expected hence the introduction of the new measure, portfolio
diversification index or PDT.
Liquidity measures the effect the quantity of stocks traded has on the mar-
ket price of stocks. Liquidity varies from time to time; hence its importance
as a source of risk for investors.
The primary of fjective of this protect is to determine the significance of
concentration in portiailio risk, particularly from the Ghanaian perspective.
Furthermore, we will pleasing diversification ming the new measure and
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0.2 The Ghana Stock Exchange(GSE)
The Ghana Stocit Exchange as a public company limit ed by guarantee has
no owners or shareholders as such, but members are either corporate bodies
or individuals.
There are three categories of members, namely Licensed Dealing Members
(LDM), Associate Members and Government Securities Dealers (PDs). An
LDM is a corporate body licensed by the Exchange to deal in all securities.
An Associate member is an individual or corporate body which has satisfied
the Exchange's membership requirements but is not licensed to deal in secu-
rities. A PI) is a corporate body, which is approved by the Bank of Ghana
and registered by the Exchange to deal only in government securities. GSE
operates within a set of Rtdes, including membersljp, list.ing, trading, clear-
ing settlement and depository These are collectively referred to as the GSE
Rule Book. Trading takes place every working day. The Exchange publishes
the GSE All-Share Index, which comprises of all listed equities on GSE. It
has its base as the average capitalizal ion for the period covering November
12, 1990 to December 31, 1993. The base is 100. Currently(September 2009)
the GSE has I hirty-ffve (35) lisle(' companies.
0.2.1 History
It all started on February, 1989 the then PFDC government set up a ten
member committee chaired by the then governor of the Bank of Ghana Dr.
G.K. Agama. The work of the committee was to consolidate all previous
work connected to the Stock Exchange project and to fashion out modali-
ties towards the actual establishment of the Exchange. As a. result of the
work of thc committee, the Stock Exchange was born in July 1989 as a
private company limited by guarantee under  the Companies Code of 1963.
It was given recognition as an authorized Stock Exchange under the Stock
Exchange Act of 1971 (Act 384) in October 1990. The Council of the Ex-
change was inaugurated on November 12, 1990 and trading commenced on
the same day. The Ghana Stock EXClid ge was officially launched on 11th
*January 1991. The Exchange, changed its status to a pulilic company limited
by guarantee in April 1994.
0.2.2 Regulations
The Exchange Control permission was given in 1993 to non-reresident Ghana-
ians and non-resident foreigners to invest through the Exchange without
any prior approval. However, each non-resident, foreign portfolio investor
was not to hold more than 10% of a listed company's total issued shares











was limited to 74% unless with prior exchange control approval from the
Bank of Ghana.
The new Foreign Exchange Act of 2006 (Act 723) has done away with these
limitations. Therefore non-resident 111VeSt ors can now invest in the Ghana
Stock Exchange market with no limits or prior exchange control approval.
There is free and full foreign exchange remit ability for the original capital
Itics all capital gains and related earnings.
There is an Stde withholding tax (which is also the final tax on dividend
income) for all investors, both resident and non-resident. Capital gains on












Concentration refers to I he extent to which portfolio weights skew away from
an equally weighted dist ributhal of port till° weights. Thus, it is a reflection
of how portfolio weights are concentrated in few stocks. The concept of
concentration has received little attention in academic literatures, possibly
because most financial research has been tient ered on the New York Stock
Exchange, which has a far more even distribution of market capitalisation
weights than the smaller markets.
Concentration can be measured using the Herfindandllirschim an Index (IIII)
or the Richard Roll measure.
The Herfindahl-linisclitnan index is a measure of concentrat ion discovered
by Hovenkamp in 1986. The computation was based on weights of the stocks
in a portfolio. This is done Im First squaring the  weights followed by the
sum of the squared weights. i.e.
Where Wk is the investment weight in the Irts security and N represents the
total number of assets or security in the portfolio. The HHI measure will
be minimum when the investmerit weights are equal and will become larger
the more the investment weights are skewed. A maximum  value of one is
obtained when a portfolio has only one security.The HIII measure is widely
used than any other measure of concentration.
The Richard Roll measure of concentration (RRC) was originally used in
measuring concentration in industries and has now been adapted in measur-
ing concentration on a stock level. it is donned as
A portfolio of equally weighted (i.e. 1/N) stocks have an R.RC measure of
zero. Clearly the greater the concentration of investment weights the larger
the RRC measure.
0.3.1 Concentration in Ghana
The value obtained for concentration from using either the HHI measure or
the RR C measure does 110i differ that. inuida. In this sect ion we will try to
verify this and also go ahead to  calculate the expected risk of the Ghana All
Share hulex.We will first use the equal weight nig scheme and move on using











0.3.2 Impact of Concentration on Portfolio Risk
The process of reducing risk through portfolio formation is necessary in
port folio design. This concept was first described by Markowitz (1952) on
how to combine asset s into efficiently diversified portfolio. The Markowitz
approach used two(2) important statistics that is mean and standard devi-
ation. The mean and standard deviation is used to quantify the return and
risk of a portfolio respeetively. The total risk of a portfolio in this approach
is represented as
Where op is total variance of the portfolio, Wz is the weight of the i ts security,
a.r is the variance of the i ts seeurity and N is the Iota] number of assets.
Now we will illustrate the role concentration plays in portfolio risk. We kick
off by making some unrealistic assumptions. Firstly we assume that the
assets are uncorrelated, this reduce equation (3) to
since the covariance between the securities are zero. We further proceed by
assuming myth asset has the same average varianee, q 2 this leaves us with
From the definition of the HHI measure we arrive at
The expression above makes it evidently clear that under t hese oversimplified











concentration of the portfolio. The same assumptions lead to
Rut this time around we arc using the Richard Roll measure. This confirms












Diversification is fundament al to portfolio cont-;trini ion and it is one of the
core objectives for combining assets. Companies merge to ensure returns
are generated from different sources. The importance at tached to diversifi-
cation has improved in recent years as managers are interested in the value
of diversification as they add more assets to their portfoliosiA portfolio is
said to be well diversified when the return as well as the risk, arises from
many unrelated sources.
Diversification was first measured using market: index as a benchmark. This
method has however been found to be inexact, because the market index
of some small stock markets has been found to be poorly diversified due to
the level of concentration in those markets. The disability of the traditional
measure of diversification led to the discovery of a nesv measure called the
portfolio diversification index or PDI. The PDT is consistent with the def-
inition of diversification, The PDI is based on the number of independent
factors observed hi a portfolio. These factors are quantified using the prin-
cipal component analysis or PCA.
Diversification can be measured by two approaches known as the traditional
method and the Portfolio Diversification Index(PD1),
0.4.1 Traditional Approach
Diversifienthill was first measured using this method. This method is de-
pendent on the market index.The measurement is a simple regression of
the portfolio returns against the market index returns. The variance of the
residuals deterniines the aumunt of diversifiable risk remaining in a portfolio
thus smaller residual variance indicates a bett er Himont of diversification in
the portfolio.
The inability to free the traditional approach front the overall market index
makes it fall short, in measuring diversification effectively. This is because
the market itnIcx of some markets particular developing markets might not
be diversified across industries. This can mainly he attributed to one far-
tor,and that is concentration.Concentration in few industries can swamp
the diversification effect of other industries.
0.4.2 Portfolio Diversification Index(PDT)
The traditional appouch of measuring diversificat hal makes it clear that,
for one to effectivety measure diversification »ccurat ely one should be able
to free the measure from the influences of the overall market index. hence
the introduction of the PDI.










Morgan in 2006. This premised nicasme of diversification was based on
the number of independent factors observed in a portfolio. These indepen-
dent faci ors are quantified using the principal components analysis (PCA),
termed as the portfolio diversification index (PUP. A portfolio is completely
undiversilied if the PDI measure is equal to one 1) i.e. dominated by a sin-
gle factor. The portfolio will be completely diversified if the Pin measure
is equal to the number of assets in the portfolio. Thus, the smaller the PDI
measure the less diversified the portfolio. Conversely I lie larger the PIN
mea.sure the More diversified the portfolio.
The Pill can be carried out in two(2) ways that is by forming a portfolio
of assets or lw using a collection of assets. The difference between the two
approaches is that for the portfolio approach the analysis is performed on
the covariance matrix whilc6 in the port folio-free approach the analysis is
done on the correlation matrix. The reason is that when calculating the PDI
of a portfolio we want to deeompose the portfolio variance and so we need
to take account of the fact that differ ern assets have different. volatilities. In
the case of the portfolio-free method we are only interested in the potential
diversification that. is available. Due to this reason the variance of each asset
is less important than the correlation between assets. This is because it is
always possible to down-weight highly volatile assets when constructing a
portfolio. In tins project we will stick to the portfolio approaeh.
PDT, whieh measures the number of unique investments in a portfolio, is
useful to assess marginal and cumulative diversification benefits across asset
classes and across time. its implementation in hedge fund strategies re-
veals that various heilge funds offer less diversification than may have been
thought, and that. there has been reduced diversification in the past several
years. Graphically the EDI is the centre of gravity (or balancing point) of
the independent factors.
0.4.3 Effect of Concentration on Diversification
We make a more realistic assumption Hillier hversification. Assuming all
assets forming our portfolio have equal weights i.e. we invest 1/N in each
asset, N being the number of assets.
A }move of this expression can he found at tho appendix. The first and
second term of (kola I ion (8) conveys the key concepts of diversification. The
second term conveys the lesson that the more assets with low covariance we
ran include in the portfolio the lower the portfolio's risk. •The first term
however conveys the idea that as the nuinber of assets in the portfolio is











where the first term becomes insignificant, Hence for large N the portfolio's
risk converges to the average covariance across the assets. The question we
would like to answer is what happens if the assets are not equally weighted
but highly concentrated? To answer this question we return to equation (3)
to assess the impact of weights skewing away from equal weights.
It is clear fromthe first term thsi if assets with larger nbights ids° have
higher than average variances, then the risk of the portfolio will be higher
which rises geometrically with the increase in weight. The second term is
probably more important as it, suggests that if assets with larger weights also
have larger covariance with each other, the portfolio risk will be higher. This
is not the case on the Ghana Stock Exchange(GSE) as stocks with large
Market capitalisation tends to be less correlated with eaeh other.An Example
is the second and third large stocks in the GSE All Share Index, Ecobank
Transnational Inc. and Golden Star Resource Limited has a correlation
of -0.0282 which is less than the average correlation of 0.0405 amongst all
the GSE All Share Index( i.e. only 34 stocks excluding Anglogold Ashanti
Limited) .This is not the case in the South African stock market. Stocks
with high market capitalisation tend to be highly correlated aecording to
Bradfield and bigomari research on concentration in the pmth African stock
market.Clearly the impact of eoncentration on risk boils down to distribution












In business, economies or investment, market liquidity is an asset's ability
to be sold without causing a significant movement in the price and with
Millimum loss of value.Liquidity in finaticial markets is dynamic and is an
important source of risk due to the uncertainty attached to it. Moneyor cash
on hand is the most liquid asset. Exchange of a less liquid asset with a more
liquid asset is called liquidation.
A liquid asset can be rapidly sold without losing its value any time within
trading hours.ln a liquid market, there is the existance of competition to
buy and sell always. Another elegant definition of ligiddity is the probabil-
ity that the next trade is executed at a price equal to the last (mein a liquid
market there are large seale of buyers and sellers ready to trade.This can be
related to the concept of market depth, which can he measured as thc units
that can he sold or bought for a given impact. The opposite concept is that
of market breadth measured as the price impact per unit of liquidity and it
consists of assets.
In illiquid stock markets, investors are unalile to sell large amounts of shares
without a sharp decline in the price of the shares. An illiquid asset is an as-
set which is not readily saleable due to uncertainty about its value or lacking
a market in which it is regularly traded. The mortgage related assets which
resulted in subprime mortgage crisis are examples of illiquid assets as their
value is not readily determinable despite being secured by real property.
Another example is asset such as a large Mock of stock, the sale of which
affects the market value.
A number of factors ean lead to a decline in asset market liquidity Firstly,
if a country's fnumend int itmediaries experiet tee a substaittia I deterioration
in their balance sheets. If market makers and other investors' faces credit
constraints, tins may reduce their ability to t ake advantage of high returns
by providing liquidity to an illiquid market. Also when the country is op-
erating in a deflationary environment  in which savers are able to earn real
returns simply by holding money. This will again reduce their incentives to
take speculative risks by liquidity to the market.
Speculators and market makers are key contributors to the liquidity of a mar-
ket, or asset. Speculators and market makers are individuals or institutions
that seek o profit [ruin anticipated increases or decreases in a particular
market price. Doing this helps provide the capital needed to facilitate the
liquidity.
In 2003 Pastor and Stambaugh did a liquidity study on the United States eq-
uity market .0ur review will mit he different. foun I heir study.Their Method
was based on t he extent I ft which the volIone of stock traded affects the
market price of stocks. The impact the quantity of stocks traded has on
market price of stocks is experienced wore in illiquid market but in liquid











early study of the relationship between market liquidity and stock returns.
Campbell, Grossman and Wang (1993 ) constructed a model in which risk-
averse market makers require a premium to buy large quantities of stock.
0.5.1 Measuring Stock Market Liquidity
In measuring liquidity in stock markets (e.g. the Ghana stock) fire tvill use
Pastor and Stambaugh's (2003) method as a guide. In doing so, we will use
the Ghana all share index, indexed by k, we estimate the excess returns for
each rramth within the specified period. The ordinary least squares (OLS)











In this section we will discuss the procedures to be followed in in
concentration and diversification.
0.6.1 Concentration
In measuring concentration in the Ghana stock market, we will closely fol-
low a coneentration research carried out by Cadiz Financial Strategists on
the South African stock market in 2004. They used a prior 3-years data.
A monthly historical data between the periods, December 2004 and Septem-
ber 2009 will be used in measuring eoncentration on the Ghana Stock Ex-
change About 13 st ocks have to be backfilled using I lie average monthly sec-
tor prices depending on the sector that particular stock falls under. There
are 35 companies listed on the exchange but we wilt use only 34 stocks be-
cause the monthly returns obtained by AngloGold Ashanti Limited(AGA)
( the stock with the largest market capitalisation) between the periods of
December 2004 and September 2009 was zero throughout this period.Also
risk computed for each portfolio be converted to annual risk The returns
for each stock is caleulated using the formula,
ri is the current return of the stock. Pi is the current monthly price. Fs:
is the previous monthly price.
The objective is to assess empirically how various levels of concentration af-
fect the resulting risk of a portfolio. This is done using simulation method-
ology for different portfltlio sizes.
Throughout our analysis on concentraticm we will base our variance and
covariance estimates of risk on the 34 stocks.
Three different scenarios would be considered in relation to the port folio
weighting scheme and the correlation structure of the st ocks. I21
• Scenario 1 considers equally-weight ed stocks, assuming zero CA wr el a ti on
batween the 34 stocks.
• Scenario 2 considers equally-weighted stocks. assuming, their historical
correlation structure.
• Scenario 3 considers market capitalisation-weighted stocks, assuming
their historical correlation structure.
All estimate of risk are between the periods, 31 December 2004 to 30 Septem-
ber 2009, historical data and also the methodology is based on simulations










We {Wet find the returns for all the 34 stocks in Microsoft excel using the
historical data. This matrix of returns is imported to matlab and the co-
vaRance for these returiis is computed using the nlaclab in-built function
coy. The covariance matrix for the returns obtained is copied and past ed
in a new excel sheet. On the same sheet the market capitalisation weight
is plaeed at a column next to the covariance matrix. This column vector of
market capitalisation is rehased to one and should correspond to the various
assets representing each row for the eovariance matrix.
With the covariance matrix and the market capitalisation in plaee we ean
now use our Visual Basic (VBA) program, found at the appendix. The
program forms various purl folios from 1 to the total 34 stocks. For each
portfolio formed the program rebase the portfolio weights to sum to one,
being it scenario 1, 2 or 3. Not only that, the risk (standard deviation) is
computed for each of the portfolios. This eomputation proeess is repeated
.500 times to obtain 500 estimates of risk for each portfolio. The average of
thc 500 estimates of risk is ealculated and displayed on the excel sheet al-
ready holding the covariance matrix and the market capitalisation weights.
The result displayed on the spreadsheet is the risk for the portfolio of I stock
through to the portfolio of 34 stocks. Note that the program only terminates
after the formation of the portfolio of all the 34 stocks and also the market
capitalisation is used only in scenario 3. Before I end,it is worth knowing
that for scenario 1 both the upper and lower triangular of the covariance
matrix will be filled with zeros, only the leading diagonal  will keep its values
(i.e. the standard deviation for each stock).The actual covariance matrix is
used for the other two scenarios(i.e. 2 and 3).
Below is a vivid outline of the procedure to he followed.
• Randomly select a stock(k-1) out of the t otal 34 stocks.
• Use the number of stocks(k) selected To form a portfolio based on the
scenario under consideration.
• Ensure the total portfolio weight Sum t o one.
• Compute the risk (standard deviation) of the portfolio.
• The risk computation should be repeated 500 times to obtain 500
estimates of risk
• Record the mean of the 500 estimates of risk.
• Proceed by increasing the number of stocks (k) by one and follow the
same procedure above.










0.6.2 Portfolio Diversification Inclex(PD I)
We will once again follow a Cadiz Financial Strategists research on the new
Measure of non fnlio diversification in 2006.
Firstly, we select s0111 e equities from the Ghana All Share Index and form
portfolio of six asseIS each. Six different portfolios are formed. A mont Illy
market price for the stocks selected between the periods of 31st January,
2005 to 30th September, 2009 is used to obtain the returns for each of the
asset within this duration using equation 10 above.
[6]
We now have to assign weights to each of the six stocks in the portfolios.
The current (September, 2009) market capitalisation of the stocks are used
as their portfolio weights. The constraint on the weights is that the weight
of all the assets in a portfolio should sum up to one. For this reason we add
Up the market  capitalisation of all the assets and for eaeh asset we divide
the market capitalisation of that asset by this sum (i.e. the total market
capitalisation for that portfolio). After getting these weights for the assets,
the portfolio return is obtained by multiplying the weight of each asset by
its column vector of returns. A 50-by-6 matrix is obtained as the return
for the portfolio. All the above task WaS done using Alicrosoft exeel. This
56-by-6 matrix is imported to matlab.
After the importation of the matrix to mat lab an in-built function cov is
used to find the covariance matrix of the 56-by-6  matrix-. Since we are
using portfolios, all the analysis will be performed on the covariance matrix.
A principal component analysis is performed on the covariance matrix by
using matlab in-built function Pcacov. From this analysis, we obtain eigen-
values ranked from the largest to the smallest. Not only that, we also
obtain percentage contribution of each factor (eigen-value) towards the total
volatility and the coefficient of the principal components.
Finally, with all thcse results obtained, we can now go ahead and calculate
the PDT measure for the portfolio using
Where N is the number of assets and M is the fraction eontribution of factor
k to total volatility. The fraction eontribution is obtained by dividing the
percentage eontribution by 100.
Risk is very important in ponfolio construction, so we will use the covari-
ance matrix and the weight of eadi of the asset in the portfolio to calculate
the portfolios expected risk. The Markowitz (1952) formula for caleulating










NV is the 6 x 1 column vector of weights of all the assets. 1111-1 is thc transpose
of the CA1111111 vector of weights. The portfolio risk is the square root of the











0.7 Analysis and ResultsIn
 this chapter there will be intensive analysis on the results obi akin(' from
the methodology section.
0.7.1 Concentration
Scenario 1:Equal Weights with Zero Correlation
The assumption that assets are equally weighted with zero correlation with
each other does not really occur in practice.Equation (8) reduces to:
because the covarianee term tyill be zero under the assumption of indepen-
dcnan Thil c
The numerator is the average standard &vial ion of the stocks in the portfo-
More importantly the portfolio standard deviation decreases by a factor
of 1 v-Ai.
Below is a graph of equally-weighted porthilio rize(i.e. increasing in size Etat)
1 to 34 stocks) with its associated standard deviation(risk).Another assump-
tion is that the stocks are not correlated. Thus we can use equation (13) to
compute the total risk of the portfolios. One interesting observation is that
the portfolio consisting of only one stock has a standard deviation (63.19%)
approximately equal to the average standard deviation of the 34 stocks(i.e.
63.39%).Also it can be seen from the graph that as the number of stoeks in




















From Figure 1 we can see that the risk of single stocks in the GSE All
Share Index- under scenario I is 63,19 Vr per annum(p.a.)(the true average
standard deviation of the 31 stocks is actually 63.39%) Figure 1 also shows
that the portfolio risk for all the 34 stocks is 10.S7% p.a. compared to
the eurrent (September 2009) GSE All Share Index risk of 32.97% p.a. ex-
cluding AngloCold Ashanti Limited(AGA). significant rid< reduction
of 22.10%(32.97B-10.87%) is due to the assumption of equal weights and no
correlation.Thus. confirms the impact. cc  um ncentration and correlation has on
portfolios risk in the Ghanaian setting.
The above result for the 34 stoeks portfolio could have been estimated di-
rectly using equation (13).i.e. 631
We now contrast our rcsult  scenario 1 to Bradfield and Kgomari research
on concentration in the South African stock market in 2004. They found
that under these two assumptions(i.e. equally-weighted and no correlation)
a risk reduction or 19%,(22%-3%) was achieved, beeause under seenario 1 the
portfolio risk for a 11 the 165 stocks in the %mth African stock market was
3% whiles the risk for the south African All Share Inclex(ALSE was 22%
(September 2003 market eapitalisation Was used); but under the Ghana
stock exchange a risk reduction of 22.10% was obtained.
Scenario 2:Equal Weights - Historical Correlation Structure As-
sumed
In scenario 2 we simulate portfolios hased on the assumptions of histori-
cal eorrelation structure estimat ed from December 2004 to September 2009
but the assumption of equal weight is maintained. The result obtained is




















The introduction of correlation between stocks in scenario 2 eauses the
portfolios risk of scenario 2 to be higher t hall the portfolio risk im3er the
assumption of equally-weighted and no correlation between stocks. An ex-
ample is, 1/11Cier scenario], the risk for the portfolio of 34 stocks is 10.877p.a.
compared to the 13.4782p.a. obtained under the assumption of equal weights
and historical eonic) at ion(scenario 2). A 2.5970P•a•(iv• 13-17% 10.4770)
increase in risk testify to the fact that the stocks are fairly correlal ed.We
can conclude that to reduce die risk of our portfolio we should add more
uncorrelated assets I o the port folio, which might ba difficult to come across
hit the real world.
The simulated result obtained above could be generated using equation (8)
die an  derivation which assumes normal correlation structure but
equal weighting scheme.
If we include all the 34 stocks in an equally weighted portfolio then the
portfolios risk can be computed analytical as:
Whieh conforms to the simillated portfolio risk of 34 stocks.
Once again, comparing our result. to Bradlield and Agomari result, we re-
alise that, the eliminaMon of the assumption of no correlation and intodueing
correlation between the stocks inerease the risk from 37p.a. to 167Ep.a.(for
the 165-stock portfolio). This substantial increase in risk of 137c(167-3%)
was as a result (if warelatlim between stocks in the South African market.
This increase in risk makes it clear that stocks in South African market
are highly correlated than stocks in the Ghana stock exchange. The risk
inerease was also due CO the high correlation existing between stocks with
high market capitalisation in the South Afriean market compared to that of
the Ghanaian Market where stocks with high market capitalisation tend to
be less correlated.
Scenario 3:Market capitalisation weights - historical correlation
structure assumed
In seenarios 1 and 2 we constructed portfolios of equal weights which gave
us an insight about the impact correlation has on portfolios risk. The third
scenario will help us to assess the impact concentration has on portfolio risk.
Under this scenario we designed a weightinv, scheme based on the market
capitalisation-weights (taken as at the end of September 2009) of stocks to-
gether wit I) the emaciation between the stocks. The process followed does
not differ that much from seenario 2 above. The only difference is I hat the
GSE All Share market capitalisation weights are used
The portfolio's risk can once again be computed directly using ciither equa-





















Figure 3 confirms that the risk estimate or the 34-s1 off: purl folio is identical
to the GSE All Share index risk of 32.97%p.a . This is because the
simulation¬process effec ively reconstruct the index at 34 stocks.
The important thing about Figure 3 is that we arc able 10 assess the impact
concentration has on portfolio risk in the Ghanaian market. The Figure
reveals that the difference in risk between equally tveighted portfolios and
market capitalisation-weighted portfolios on the GSE for the total 34 stoeks
is 19.51%p.a.(i.e.32.97% - 13.47%). This significant difference is as a re-
sult of concentration. W can conclude t hat three-fifth(3/5 ) of the GSE AU
Share index risk is due to the effect of concentration.
_Another interesting revelation is that. a randomly selected 4 stock portfolio
with equal weights has a risk of 32.58% which is approximately  equal to the
risk(32.97%) of the GSE All Share Index consisting of market capitalisation
weights of all the 34 stocks.
Finally,We will compare scenario 3 results to the results obtained by Brad-
field and Kgornari from their study of concentration in the South African
market.From their research on the South African market in 2004, they found
that a 165-stock portfolio under the same assumptions of scenario 3 has a
risk of 22%p.a . compared to the 16%p.a. they obtained under equally-
weighted and historical correlation assumptions . Thus, due to concentra-
tion, there was an increase in risk of 6%p.a.(22%-16%).Contrasting  this to
the 19.51%p.a. increase in risk obtained from the Ghana stock exchange, it
can be said that. the Ghanaian stock market tend to be more concentrated
than the South African stock market.
The table alcove shows the results for PDT. concentration and expected risk
for each of the six portfolios. Rankings are shown in parenthesis.
From Column two (PDT), port folio 5 is the most diversified portfolio ranked
one, simply because it has the highest PDT measure (3.193) compared to
the other five portfolios. Portfolio 4 is the least diversified  portfolio that is
why it is ranked sixth (6th) because it has the smallest. PDT value (1.159).
hi general, the higher the PDI measure I he more diversified the portfolio.
Portfolio 1 is the less concentrated portfolio among the rest. This is be-










the most concentrated portfolio dumm to its high concentration value: (1189.
The smaller the eoncentration measure the lesser coneentratcd the portfolio
becomes.
Finally we take a look at the last column (expected risk): Portfolio 3 is
the portfolio with the minimum risk, 0.191p.a. The most risky portfolio is
portfolio 4 having an expecte,' risk If 0.285p a. Risk is quant ifiecl by its size
that is bigger value represent higlier risk for that porthumlio,
We noticed that the risk anti the coneentration are closely related to the
PDT measures aeross the portfolios. The more diversitied a portfolio (i.e.
higher PDI value), typicalR the lower its risk and concentration measure,
thus highlighting the linkage between these concepts. An example is port-
folio 1, it is ranked sixth as the least diversified pod folio and ranked again
sixth as the portfolio with the }Highest risk among the other portfolios and
finally ranked number five hum terms of concentration, justifying the relation-
ship between these three measures. The same concept hiumlds for the rest of
the portfolios as it can be se,en from the rankings.
Below is a pictorial representation showing the relationships between risk,
concentration and PDT.
Figure 1: Retationship between concentration and risk
Figure 4 above shows that there is a positive relationship between concen-






















Figure 5: Relationship between PD1 and risk
The graph showing the relationship between PH and risk has a negative
slope (-0.041). [his once again tomtit-1ns the fact that PDI and risk moves in












Figure 6: Relationship between concentration and PDI
Figure 6 shows the negative relationship between RJR and eoncentration












Risk is very important when it comes to investment .The amount of risk an
invest or is willing to take differs from one inventor to the other. Currently
most investors are averse to risk. Concentration  plays a role in portfolio risk
and it is evidently clear that concentration do have an impact on portfolios
risk i.e. higher level of eoncentration leads to higher level of risk even though
correlation between stocks has a huge impact on portfolio risk as well. Risk
and concentration are positively related.
Diversificat ion cannot be ignored when investing because every investor will
be excited knowing his/her 1-11111.1 1 (111 of wealth hails from different sources. We
did measure the extent of diversification achieved from inning portfolio of
stocks using the GSE All Share Index.The  PDI measure was used instead of
the traditional  approach because (lithe flaw associated with I he traditional
method. Risk and diversification were found to move 111 opposite direction.
The analysis above speaks boldly about the effect conce ntration and correla-
tion has on portfolios risk. These two factors(i.e. concentration. correlation)
accounts for the difference in risk for the three scenarios. For scenario I and
2 the. difference in risk was solely due to correlation between I he stocks.Risk
difference between scenario and 3 was duo to both concentrationand corre-
lation between the stocks tool finally, only concentration led to the difference
in risk between scenario 2 and 3.
Iastly  on the Ghanaian Market stocks with high market capitalisation have
low correlation with each  other. The results obtained from the three scenar-
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Proof that equally weighted portfolios converge to the average
covariance of stocks in the market
We assume that assets are correlated as they usually are, but are equally-
weighted, then portfolio risk will converge to the average covariance of the
assets. We begin with the usual definition of portfolio variance and follow
the proof as shown hi Grubar(2003 ).
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